
9.5  (Jim Hornor)  Here we see some very meta thinking with the field about a concept as 
well as some excellent reflections on more micro-level instances of it.  This response also 
shows how a researcher who is confident in his work can reach back over multiple days 
in the field to think about the problem at hand.  One need not be limited to a single day’s 
evidence but can draw freely on prior, high quality observations to help shed light on new 
questions.   
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Regenstein Center 

Identify instances of “play” in the activities of the gorillas. Describe these instances carefully 
and explain why you think the activity constitutes play. What are your clues that this is the key 
of “play” and not something else? How is it different, in other words, from other “non-play” 
activities that you observe?

Watch especially for any interaction with objects (fixed features and others) in the course of 
playful activity. What objects seem to be most important for play activity? Which objects seem 
least important for play?

(You can think very direct and micro on this. You can also think at a higher lever in which you 
force yourself to consider every object in the habitat and how it enables any of the play you 
witness, even if it doesn’t seem to be directly involved in this particular interaction.)

What happens if you treat other individuals as objects, in this respect? Are there any individuals 
in the group who generally seem more or less central for the activity of play? Are any specific 
individuals more or less central to certain kinds of play?

Upon arrival on our  class observation day there were signs up indicating that Kwan’s troop 
was being allowed access to their underground holding area and may not always be visible. 
This ended up being very true. When I first arrived Kwan, Kowali and Amare were out in the 
enclosure. Bulera and Madini were still missing. While the class met Amare, Kwan and Kowali 
foraged for food and ate. Kwan also did several passes of the out door area. 

Unfortunately when time came for observation they disappeared down the back hatch and 
never came back up during the observation period. When Chris was able to get information 
from a keeper they told us that Madini and Bulera are being kept down in the holding area 
for the next two weeks and that the rest of the troop was going to be allowed access during 
that period. Clearly this throws a wrench in the last few weeks of observation, but after talking 
with Chris it was decided that I already have so much data on Kwan’s troop that it makes 
more sense to do what I can with them instead of switch to JoJo and only get a few weeks of 
information.

I returned today, Friday,  to do my observation. I picked first thing in the morning as given past 
observation I knew that 10am to 11am is feeding time. As expected only Kwan, Amare and 
Kowali are present. For an unexplained reason they are being kept indoors. The temperature 
was definitely warm enough for outside access so I’m not sure why they were being denied 
access. The only other difference in the habitat was brown paper spread around and a sign 
(new to me but clearly not new given the 2007 date on it) which explained the presence of the 
paper.

Week 8: Play

I. Assignment

II. The stage
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This sign describing why the paper is present is place on the ground against the wall to the left 
of the viewing window

This sign is in a plastic frame attached to the glass wall of the enclosure. There are several of 
them.
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III. Observations

Walking up to the enclosure I see Amare and Kowali in the far left area of the enclosure. I just 
catch a glimpse of them play wrestling on the ground. They push and pull with their hands and 
are biting but with very little force. The indication that this isn’t real fighting is that the forces of 
the exerted force is so light.The mouths and hands seems very gentle. Neither individuals has 
body language that would make me think they are feeling threatened. Also, I’ve never seen 
actual physical fighting amongst the troop and have only seen more games of cat and mouse 
than anything ; so avoidance of conflict.

Kowali sits up and steps over Amare. He grabs at her arms and hands. Lightly bites at them. 
Kowali leans down grappling with him for a second before he lets go and she moves to the 
log. Amare then gets up and walks along the glass grabbing food off the ground as he goes.

(this all happened very quickly as I was walking up so I was unable to get photos or record 
refined detail in regards to movement)

10:00 am

Amare

Kwan

Kowali
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Amare is walking my small log in back left of enclosure. He picks food off of the ground and in 
the process grabs a large piece of brown paper with his right hand and places it in his mouth. 
He walks on all fours a few more feet and then sits with his back to the observer.

Amare lets the paper drop from his mouth. He sits for about 15 seconds. 

He picks up paper and tears a piece off with his mouth and holds it there. He does not eat it. 
He just keeps it in his mouth as he sits up and moves through space again.

As the sign by the exhibit stated, apparently they put the paper in the exhibit so that the 
gorillas can eat it. So that they can engage in a natural “food processing behavior” in which 
the look for and find fibrous items which they eat. Is this play?

The truth of the matter is they are not in the wild. They don’t have to look particularly hard for 
the brown paper which isn’t what they would find in their natural habitats anyway. In this way 
providing them with this paper and hoping it stimulates this behavior can be seen as a form 
of play. Its is not the real activity with the real objects, but an approximation with the hopes of 
stimulating the gorillas.

10:21 am
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Amare picks food pellets off of the ground, as have I have seen all the members do at some 
point. What struck me about the activity is that like the paper, this isn’t really food. I mean the 
pellets are food in that they provide nutrition, but it isn’t the food they would find in the wild. 

In addition the food scattered around the exhibit is meant to approximate their foraging in the 
wild, yet really its just scattered around the ground and not particularly hard to find. Chris has 
told us that this is a big improvement of the feeding process they would use before where they 
would just dump the food out of a chute. 

Yet, isn’t this foraging really just play? Isn’t it yet another approximation of a behavior from 
the wild? Again its a design of food delivery that is meant to simulate real behavior, but in the 
truest sense simulations are play.

10:30 am
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Not much happened while I observed today so I had a fair amount of time to reflect. Once I 
started thinking about the brown paper and then the eating I started to consider the entire 
space as play both for the gorillas and for the viewer themselves. 

It turns out they are not in a jungle. They are in the middle of Chicago. Yet, the designers of 
the exhibit have gone through a lot of effort to approximate a jungle like environment. 

10 am -11 am
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IV. Summary What is play?

This is a tricky question. It is very clear at some points such as the wrestling between Kowali 
and Amare, but not at others. For instance the ideas about the space itself being play. I’m not 
sure that is correct for the gorillas as don’t they have to be aware for it to be play? Wouldn’t 
they have to know their environment was an approximation? 

It makes sense to me from the human point of view because their environment seems so 
clearly an approximation. For the human spectators it is play. It is pretending on some level 
that we are looking at a window into the wild. No feature makes this more apparent than the 
mural painted on the wall to approximate a jungle environment. It may also be of benefit for 
the gorillas, but I’m not sure how. 

When thinking back to other interactions I’ve observered there were some that stand out that 
would apply to play. At least the may. One was when Amare was sitting on top of the right 
platform and he would beat his chest and then sit for a while and then beat his chest. Although 
I have never witnessed this behavior first hand, I’m pretty sure the chest pounding is something 
a silver back does to display power. Although Amare was doing the same gesture he was not 
doing it for the same purpose because there was no one else around. He was by himself. 
Furthermore he didn’t do it forcefully or display an aggressive stance with his body. He seemed 
to just be “playing”.

Another behavior that I wonder if its play are the interaction I’ve seen between Kwan and 
Madini. Namely when he charges by her and then she leaves the area. It would appear 
somewhat aggressive because of the force and speed of his movement and because he is 
doing towards her as an individual. But that could be the wrong interpretation. It could just 
be a game for Kwan. It does seem on Madini’s side that it is not something she seems to 
enjoy. I make this assumption because of the way she takes submissive gestures with her body 
by bowing her head and how she doesn’t seem to be provoking the interaction but instead 
seems to be trying to avoid it. Typically she does this by placing objects, typically stumps, 
between herself and Kwan. It brings up the question if play can serve multiple functions. Can 
it be something one or both or both of the individuals enjoys and also be reinforcing power 
relationships as in the case of Kwan and Madini?

In terms of individuals as objects of play, who instantly comes to mind is Madini. I have 
observed her playing with Amare, wrestling about. I have observed her in the interaction 
in the previous paragraph. Those both seem to be instances when she is utilized by other 
individuals for play purposes, at least initially. She did not instigate either interaction. On the 
other hand I think to the time when she waited to occupy Kwan’s space. The space itself has 
no meaning other than that Kwan was there which gives it power with in the group. It seems by 
her behavior that she just wanted to be associated with that power. Is that play? Not sure. It is 
when kids or other play act at being in positions of power. Is this what Madini was doing? Hard 
to tell.

Well, the pickings were slim this week. During my observation period the three remaining 
members of the troop hardly did anything. Lots and lots of sitting. On one hand, I think it 
allowed me to think larger scale and wonder how play is involved at a very large scale, but on 
the other I hardly got any data points. Especially compared to previous weeks. I also wonder if 
this is a time of day issue? Are they more playful at other times? Needless to say the absence 
of Madini and Bulera has also greatly effected their behavior. Kwan hardly left the vicinity 
of the back hatch. I’ve also noticed that Amare and Kowali are spending much more time 
together than I have seen before Bulera and Kowali were taken off exhibit. Amare is hardly ever 
more than 12 feet away from her at all times. While this behavior isn’t new, I think it has been 
exaggerated by the absence of the other two troop mates.

V. Reflection
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VI. Miscellaneous   
Pictures
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